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ABSTRACT:
Watchword search over scrambled information is basic for getting to re-appropriated
delicate information in distributed computing. In a few conditions, the watchwords that the
clients look on are just semantically identified with the information as opposed to by means of
a definite or fluffy coordinate. Thus, semantic-based watchword search over encoded cloud
information is the fate of principal significance. Be that as it may,existing plots as a rule
rely on a worldwide lexicon, which influences the exactness of list items as well as purposes
wastefulness in information refreshing. Furthermore, albeit compound catchphrase search is
basic by and by, the current methodologies just procedure them as single words, which split
the first semantics and accomplish low exactness. To address these impediments, we at first
propose a compound idea semantic similitude (CCSS) computation strategy to quantify the
semantic comparability between compound ideas. Next, by coordinating CCSS with Locality-
Sensitive Hashing capacity and the protected k-Nearest Neighbor plot, a semantic-based
compound watchword search (SCKS) plot is proposed. SCKS accomplishes semantic-
basedhunt as well as multi-watchword search and positioned watchword search. Moreover,
SCKS likewise disposes of the predefined worldwide library and can productively bolster
information update. The test results on genuine world dataset demonstrate that SCKS
presents low overhead on calculation and the inquiry precision outflanks the current plans.

SCOPE:
Each element of the keyword vector corresponds to a field topic, and the value is the
semantic similaritybetweenthe keyword and the topic. Because the keywords and field topics
can be compound concepts
OBJECTIVES:
The compound is decomposed into subject headings and auxiliary words, and the
relationships between them are used to measure the similarity. Moreover, CCSS
comprehensively considers the information sources of ontology, such as taxonomical features,
local density, path length and depth, which efficiently improves the ultimate accuracy.

EXISTING SYSTEM:
In existing system,the search keywords are usually semantically related to the

document rather than via an exact or fuzzy match. For example, the predefined keyword of a
document is “cloud-based storage”, and the keyword that a user searches is “distributed
storage”. Obviously, these two words are neither an exact nor a fuzzy match, but they are
semantically related. Hence, the semantic-based keyword search is of practical importance
and has attracted much attention. However, the existing approaches must rely on a
predefined global dictionary whose quality greatly influences the accuracy of the search
result. Moreover, when the dataset is outsourced to the cloud, update operations that include
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inserting new documents and modifying and deleting existing documents are frequent.
Because the predefined dictionary is constructed based on all documents in the dataset, the
update of a single document can cause the reconstruction of the dictionary and even all
document indexes, which is inefficient.

DISADVANTAGES:
 In schemes usually depend upon a global dictionary, which not only affects the
accuracy of searchresults but also causes inefficiency indata updating.

 The compound keyword search is common in practice, the existing approaches only
process them assingle words, which split the original semantics and achieve low accuracy.

PROPOSED SYSTEM:
In proposed system, the data owner publishes the encrypted documents and secure

indexes to the cloud server. To reduce the computation burden, the data owner is allowed to
outsource the generation of the trapdoor to TA by giving the private key to it. In this case,
when a user wants to search over encrypted documents, he submits the keywords to TA
which generates the corresponding trapdoor and returns it to the user. Then, theuser sends
the trapdoor to the cloud server. Finally, the cloud server executes the search algorithm with
the trapdoor on all secure indexes and returns the relevant documents to the user. Since TA
can obtain the private key, it should be entirely trustable, similar to the certificate authority
(CA) of public key infrastructure (PKI). In applications, users or enterprises can choose TA
according to this security requirement. TA is usually an internal server. If there is no such
trustable server in the system, the trapdoor can be generated by the data owner.

ADVANTAGES:
 In advantage of SCKS is that it can support data update efficiently because no
global dictionary needbe predefined and each document is individually indexed.
 The query vector is generated similarly, which indicates SCKS can support multi-

keyword search.
 To protect the privacy of documents and queries, (AES) technique could be chosen
to encrypt them,which allows data servers perform some flexible functions over encrypted
data.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:

H/W SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:

 Processor - I3,i5,i7
 RAM - 4 Gb
 Hard Disk - 260 GB
 Key Board - Standard Windows Keyboard
 Mouse - Two or Three Button Mouse
 Monitor - SVGA

S/W SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
 Operating System - Windows 7/8/10
 Front End - HTML, J2EE
 Scripts - JavaScript.
 Server side Script - Java Server Pages.
 Database - My sql
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 Database Connectivity - JDBC.
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ARCHITECTURE:

Modules:
1) Service request to TPA
2) TPA policy Creation
3) User file upload or file creator
4) KDC Key generation
5) Key revocation
6) Cloud Admin
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MODULES DESCRIPTION
1) Service Request to TPA:
User will send request to Third Party Authenticator (TPA) for registration. The client made
request to the key manager for the public key, which will be generated according to the
policy associated with the file. Different policies for files, public key also differs. But for
same public key for same policy will be generated. Then the client generates a private key
by combining the username, password and security credentials. Then the file is encrypted
with the public key and private key and forwarded to the cloud.

2) TPA Policy Creation:
TPA provides the rules and regulations to be followed by Creator, Reader and Writer. The
client can download the file after completion of the authentication process. As the public key
maintained by the key manager, the client request the key manager for public key. The
authenticated client can get the public key. Then the client can decrypt the file with the
public key and the private key. The users credentials were stored in the client itself. During
download the file the cloud will authenticate the user whether the user is valid to download
the file. But the cloud doesn’t have any attributes or the details of the user.
3) User File Upload or file creator:
File creator after getting proper authentication uploads his files in the cloud. The policy of a
file may be revoked under the request by the client, when expiring the time period of the
contract or completely move the files from one cloud to another cloud environment. When
any of the above criteria exists the policy will be revoked and the key manager will
completely removes the public key of the associated file. So no one recover the controlkey
of a revoked file in future. For this reason we can say the file is assuredly deleted.
4) KDC Key generation
Key Distribution Centers which are decentralized generate different keys to different types of
user after getting tokens from users. To recover the file, the client must request the key
manager to generate the public key. For that the client must be authenticated. The attribute
based encryption standard is used for file access which is authenticated via an attribute
associated with the file. With file access control the file downloaded from the cloud will be
in the format of read only or write supported. Each user has associated with policies for each
file. So the right user will access the right file. For making file access the attribute based
encryption scheme is utilized.
5) Key revocation
Whenever there is misbehavior detected upon a user his key is revoked and user can neither
use or re-enter the cloud environment.
6) Cloud Admin:
Cloud admin has the list of key distribution centers and TPA. Admin sets the norms to be
followed by TPA and KDC. It monitors the key generation policies and informs ubnormal
behaviors.

Ability to limit and control the access to host systems and applications via communication
links. To achieve, access must be identified or authenticated. After achieved the
authentication process the users must associate with correct policies with the files.

CONCLUSION
Concentrating on the catchphrase search over encoded cloud information, we propose

a semantic-based compound watchword search (SCKS) conspire. Toprecisely separate the
semantic data of watchwords, we initially propose an philosophy based compound idea
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semantic comparability figuring technique (CCSS), which significantly improves the
precision of closeness estimation between compound ideas by exhaustively thinking about the
compound highlights what's more, an assortment of data sources in metaphysics. At that point,
the SCKSplan is developed by coordinating CCSS with LSH and SkNN. Notwithstanding
asemantic-based watchword search, SCKS can accomplish multi-watchword searchand
positioned watchword search simultaneously. Since each report is filedexclusively, the update
of one archive will not influence different archives, which implies that SCKS can bolster
dynamic information productively. To improve the security of SCKS, we propose a security-
upgraded SCKS (SE-SCKS) by presenting a pseudo-irregular capacity. Careful security
investigation of both SCKS and SE-SCKS is given, and the trials on genuine world dataset
show that the proposed methodologies present low overhead on calculation and that the
inquiry exactness beats the currentplans.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
In Local Area Network, the proposed hybrid encryption mechanism may be customized
for transferring thesensitive data from work station to host based applications. In web based
applications, the proposed mechanismenables the transfer of sensitive data from user to user,
from user to server and from server to server which arelocated outside of the organization. In
a cloud environment, more number of people are accessing the web serverlocally or globally
to share the sensitive data. The proposed hybrid encryption technique is very helpful to
enhance the security for web based transactions in future.
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